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Yet another journal?! Principles and benefits of a data publishing journal…
? A journal to publish research data…
• Datasets are in an approved repository and not in the article, the article links to the dataset
• Peer review on article and data
! Provides reward for data collection, data description and data publication
! Provides a citable publication – facilitates easy reuse and reconstruction of data
! “Scientist-Friendly” – making use of the established publication process
! Quality assessment of data and data description/documentation
? Awareness building for data preservation, documentation and publication
? Reuse facilitated by peer-reviewed documentation
? Article provides readable and understandable overviews of datasets
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Today‘s Data Reuse, Citation and Quality Control
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Reuse, Citation and Quality Assessment with ESSD
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First discussion paper online
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? Originality:
Are the data or methods new - i.e., never measured or employed before
? Significance:





The data must be presented readily available.
Accuracy, methods, instrumentation and processing as state of the art
Review Guidelines
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Summary - Outlook
? Reward for data publication, citable (impact factor)
? Quality assured data and data documentation to facilitate future reuse
? First article online as discussion paper – first experiences
Outlook
? Special Issue with 18 papers to be published soon
? Development of more specialized manuscript templates and review guidelines
for other types of research data
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